ABSTRACT: Experimental findings inconsistent with both the CJ and the ZND detonation theories are discussed. These are the unstable detonation and the weak dependence on charge diameter of liquid explosives detonation velocity at sizable value of their failure diameter. The investigations have resulted in the discovery and introduction into detonation theory of two new theoretical notions: chemical reaction breakdown (BD) and shock discontinuity zone (SDZ). It is shown that the BD governs the limits of the following phenomena: the shock-to-detonation transition, the detonation stability, and the detonation failure diameter, whereas the SDZ governs the regularities of EMS change at detonation.
INTRODUCTION
Detonation phenomenon is known since the previous century. The phenomenon thermodynamic analysis performed by Michelson [l] , Chapman [2] and Jouguet [3] has resulted in the shock wave theory generalization. Detonation wave has been represented as a shock wave with energy evolution inside the wave front. It was the most prominent step in detonation theory progress. However$ is a well-known fact that the C3 hydrodynamic theory of detonation has not been fully developed. It has formulated some principle for detonation velocity choice. But the principle has not been substantiated enough, namely the impossibility of self -sustaining weak detonation has not been proved in general.
In essence the CJ theory deals only with energetic characteristic of detonation waves. The theory has not taken into account chemical reaction kinetics. Moreover the theory followers believed that explosives at detonation transform into detonation products practically instantaneously. The idea seemed to be justified once it had been revealed that for all gaseous mixtures investigated shock wave pressure initiating chemical reaction with a vanishing small time delay characteristic of detonation practically coincide with the CJ pressure, the shock wave velocity being considerably smaller than the mixtures detonation velocities (see for example [4] and references in). It was because of this experimental finding that the CJ theory followers thought that explosive at detonation transform into detonation products during the process of their compression within detonation wave shock front.
Therefore the CJ detonation wave model was sometimes called the "Zero-reaction zone" model. The definition of the detonation model employed was in apparent contradiction with the usual concept of chemical reaction process. The matter is that shock wave front width totals only some free paths of molecules (see [5] and references in)and according to the concept reagents need many thousands collisions to reach the process final product.
Apart from the above-mentioned contradiction the CJ detonation theory has other shortcomings.
Since the theory had not taken into account the finite zone of chemical reaction and any perturbations
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1995420 originating behind the zone can not reach the front of self-susta.ined detonation wave it failed to give any interpretation of the detonation failure diameter df [6] (the smallest. diameter of explosive charge which can detonate without any outside support). It failed to interpret the so-called spinning detonation [7] as well.
In 1940 Zeldovich substantiated theoretically detonation wave physical model with finite reaction zone [8] . Since von Neuman [g] and Doring [l01 obtained independently related resuls the new theory was named the ZND theory.
According to the ZND theory the detonation wave front has become complicated. Really, at the CJ detonation, explosive transforms into detonation products completely during its compression inside the wave shock front and at the ZND detonation, quite the reverse, explosive does not change chemically at all within the shock front, it is only compressed inside the front and its decomposition sets in behind the front in the shock-compressed state under the effect of the high temperature due to the shock compression. In essence detonation has changed into deflagration moving behind the shock front with the front velocity. The zone consist,ing of the shock-compressed explosive and its transformation into detonation products is characterized by high pressure and has been called the chemical spike. The spike time t,, is the time of the explosive tra~lsforn~ation at detonation.
Correct way to the dr phenomeilon understanding was directed by Rosing and Chariton 161. According to Rosing and Chariton explosive detonation capability is governed by some ecluilibriuili between, heat evolution clue to explosive chemical transformation into detonation products, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, explosive energy loss due to its scattering from the zone. The equilibrium is disturbed at the df ,so that at snlaller diameters detonation can not travel at all. Thus, it results from the above-said that according to Rosing and Chariton any substance call detonate if its decomposition reaction is exotherillal and charge diameter is larger than the clf.
Taking into account that explosive scattering is in fact some rarefaction which proceeds with sound velocity c, Chariton advanced [l11 some formula to estimate failure diameter value: df E ?et,,.
Experimental data gained in a number of year [l?-151 lend support to the validity of the df qualitative concept [6, 11] and the ZND detonation theory [8, 10] . However, it should be noted that they failed to interpret some contradiction between rather weak dependence of liquid explosives detonation velocity on charge diameter, on the one hand, and finite value of the explosives clf, on the other. Indeed, according to the df theories developed on the basis of the concept (see, for example, [6, 11, ) the df value is proportional to explosive detonation chemical transformation time t,,, the larger being the time, at the larger charge diameter detonation velocity depending on the diameter value. And on the contrary, the smaller is the time, at the smaller charge clia.meter detonation velocity depends on the diameter value. So that at the time approaching zero detonation velocity dependence on charge diameter has to vanish. Naturally as this takes place the df value has also to approach zero. However, in the case of liquid explosives the detonation velocities of which as a rule do not practically depend on charge diameter, the clf by contrast are not equal to zero and amount to considerable values. For example, nitromethane detonation velocity at room temperature is equal to 6.3 km/s and changes insignificantly near by its (Ij. Nevertheless nitromethane d j is rather sizable x 15 mm at room temperature [21] ).
The spinning detona.tion phenonlenon was discovered by Canlpbell and N'oodhead in 1926 [7] .
The appearance of some spot of bright luminosity on detonation wave front at inner side of tube containing gaseous explosive mixture and the spot spin around the tube axis were found to be basic features of the phenomenon 122-241. It was later revealed that the spinning detonation always originated nearby any limits of detonation propagation [25-301. For a long time the spinning detonation was considered as an original phenomenon. Shchelkin was the first who had realized and declared that the spinning detonation was in fact some limit of unstable so-called pulsating detonation [31, 32] . By now7 the pulsating detonation as well as the spinning detonation have been investigated in considerable detail [32, 33] . Shchelkin starting from the ZND detonation wave model [S-101 was of the opinion that close to the detonation propagation limits chemical reaction proceeds slowly at the shock-compressed state in the detonation wave plane smooth front and therefore spin originates. According to Shchelkin spin is conducted by some oblique detonation wave appearing on the basic detonation wave shock front and being sustained by the ZND chemical spike high pressure [32, 34] . The idea was substantiated theoretically by Zeldovich who called attention to the fact that the oblique detonation wave was a strong cletonation [35] . The oblique detonation wave origin was explained by Shchelkin in the framework of his notion of detonation waves kinetic instability [31] . According to the notion some casual perturbations of the detonation wave ignition plane can overcome the detonation wave shock front and bend it bringing the oblique detonation wave into being.
Thus according to Shchelkin the oblique strong detonation wave is the principal element of spinning detonation structure. In contrast to Shchelkin sil~erian scienti3ts Voicekhovsky, Mitrofanov, and Toptshijan, have proposed and elaborated in detail the spinning detonation with some transverse detonation wave as the principal element of the spinning structure [33, 36, 37] . They also start from the ZND detonation theory. In accordance wit11 the theory they believe that at gaseous detonation the shock-compressed and heated substance without chemical reaction appears between the detonation wave shock front and its conlbustion plane, the appearance being coilditioned by a large value of the substance ignition delay time. Furthermore, they consider that owing to some casual reason a perturbation can arise inside the heated zone and it will lead to the transverse detonation wave origin. As far as the oblique wave is concerned it appears in their view on the basic detonation wave sliock front under the effect of the transverse detonation wave high pressure. It should be mentioned that siberian scientists have also shown that even far from the detonation propagation limits the transverse waves exist and the waves are not distinct in nature from that of the spinning detonation [U].
It sliould be mentioned that Manson [3S, 39] , Fay [40] have succeeded to explain some features of the instable detonation wave by the effect of burned gas acoustic vibrations. They have cleaily demonstrated that the unstable detonation front peiturbations and the burned gas acoustic vibrations are interrelated. However, the problem needs some further investigations. It is unlikely that the unstable pulsating detonations appear owing to the burned gas acoustic vibration. Conversely, more likely the burned gas acoustic vibration are governed by the unstable c1eton:ition front perturbations 1331.
So, there results from the foregoing that there are some experimental findings which are consistent neither with the CJ nor wit11 tlle ZND detonation theories. Tlle findings are the following:
-The spinning and the pulsating detonations; the quest,ion -how does the unstable detonation originate? -is still open.
-The fact that the dependence of liquid explosives detonation velocity on their charge diameter is very weak at a sizable value of the explosives df
In the paper the interpretation of the findings founded on the notion of the chemical reaction breakdown phenomenon (BD) [21] are presented. Some considerations based on the notion of the shock discontinuity zone (SDZ) effect [41] on the mechanism of ideal explosives (these explosives contain fuel and oxidizer in their molecules) tra.nsforn~ation at detonation are discussed as well.
BREAKDOWN PHENOMENON
The BD phenomenon has come to light in the course of the investigation of liquid explosive detonation processes 1211. Exactly speaking it was discovered in the course of the elucidation of the second above-mentioned experimental finding inconsistent with the available detonation theories.
The greater part of the investigations have been perfornled with nitromethane and its mixture with acetone. The explosives detonation front is unstable. Clearly the most feasible approach was t o use the unstable detonation decomposition mecha.nism concept in order to look for the finding cause. By this was meant that the unstable detonation failure diameter theory had to be developed. The theory had been elaborated on the basis of decomposition mechanism concept worked out by Shchelkin and Troshin [32] in the early sixties for gas unstable detonation.
Shchelkin's and Troshin's explosive detonation transformation mechanism dissimilarity from that of the ZND detonation theory consists in the following. The ZND detonation front is stable; explosive transformation reaction originates behind the detonation wave shock front in the explosive shock-compressed state simultaneously over the wave front. In Shchelkin's and Troshin's case detonation front is unstable; explosive transformation reaction originates non-simultaneously over the detonation wave shock front but at discrete spots of double collisions of the contrary-moving tripleshock configurations (TSCs) [32] . According to Shchelkin and Troshin the explosive transformation reaction spots will not appear over the detonation wave shock front if the double collisions do not take place. In their view the TSCs originated exist then in the detonation wave shock front owing exclusively to the configurations repeated collisions with each other or with gas containing tube walls; each separate configurations passing away inevitably. However, the collisions give rise to new explosive spots which lead to new TSCs origin. The TSCs originated collide again and so on. Taking into account the mechanism one could imply that the sequence of the events never ceases at the stationary detonation wave front except at the front edge of the charge lateral free surface. In the case the last TSCs moving to the charge free surface at the detonation front edge have no contrary partners to collide with. Due to the reason the explosion spots can not appear close by the surface. It follows from this that new TSCs can not origin too and in one's turn it has to result in the impossibiIity for neighbor explosive spots located more distant to the surface to appear. So the charge free surface presence has to lead to explosive spots nonoriginating successively in the direction from the surface, that is to the appearance of some reaction-quenching wave moving from the charge free surface towards its axis.
The reaction-quenching waves have been really found by specially arranged experiments. In the experiments the explosives detonation wave moving inside some metal tube transits through a sudden enlargement of the tube diameter. The detonation wave front occupies the first tube cross section entirely. In accordance with the foregoing in means that the TSCs collisions with the tube wall result in the explosive spots appearance in the same manner as at their collisions between themselves. Owing to the fact the reaction-quenching waves do not originate during the detonation wave motion inside metal tubes. (It stands to reason that the contention is valid only in the case when the tube's inner surface is smooth). Also in accordance with the foregoing considerations on the reaction-quenching wave origin cause it has been implied that the last TSCs round the unstable detonation wave front edge will have nothing to collide with at the first tube end and it will bring the reaction-quenching wave appearance and the detonation death.
It has been verified in the experiments that the reaction-quenching waves really appear at the first tube end. However, it turns out that they spread over the detonation wave front towards the charge axis only t o some depth. Moreover, it has been found that the detonation wave moves along the charge axis without change its velocity if the first tube radius is larger than the depth and the detonation wave generally ceases if the reaction-quenching waves shut down the tube cross-section entirely. It has been shown that for liquid explosives unstable detonation the depth coincides with the explosives detonation failure radii [42] . The failure diameter theory developed [42,43] was founded on the experimental finding.
The fact that the reaction-quenching wave can penetrate from the charge lateral free surface towards its axis only to some depth is a convincing explanation of the liquid explosives detonation wave velocity independence on the charge diameter. It goes from the finding that the explosive detonation wave moves along the charge axis and it "knows" nothing about the events which take place in neighbor parts located some distant apart the charge axis at the charge diameter larger than the failure one.
The important feature of the above-presented considerations on the nature of liquid explosives unstable detonation failure diameter is the reaction-quenching wave. It was predicted on the basis of Shchelkin's and Troshin's spot mechanism developed for explosives transformation in the unstable detonation. However, it turns out that the reaction-quenching waves originate as well in the case of liquid explosives stable detonation [21] . The finding has lead to the perception that the reactionquenching waves appear in fact not owing to the explosion spots successive death concept given above but due to some general phenomenon which is an inherent characteristic of all energetic materials (gaseous, liquid, solid) explosion processes. In essence it was the discovery of the chemical reaction break-down (BD) phenomenon which governs the limiting conditions of shock-to-detonation transition (SDT) process, the detonation stability , and detonation failure diameter as well [44] .
What is the BD phenomenon main point? When does it take place? To begin with the questions one needs to discuss the process of shock wave motion through some energetic material, that is to discuss the SDT process. It is well known that the shock wave intensity decreases during its motion through any inert material if it has no outside support. Behind the front of the shock wave without support there is rarefaction wave which leads to the material adiabatic cooling. However, the effect of the shock wave of any intensity results in EM energy evolution just behind the shock wave front, the evolution favoring the wave support. It should be mentioned that the initial rate of the evolution depends on some factors: on EM type (different materials can release their energy with different rate), on EM charge structural features (on EM particle size and structure -single crystals or fragments of broken cast, on the nature of the filler in the charge pores, on EM state -liquid or solid, density, and so on), and on the shock wave intensity as well (the larger the intensity, the larger the initial rate).
So, the change of the shock wave intensity in any EM is governed by two processes: explosion energy evolution, on the one hand, and the EM adiabatic cooling due to the rarefaction wave effect, on the other. It is obvious that the wave intensity will increase and it results in the initiation of detonation if the initial rate of the EM energy evolution is larger than that of the adiabatic cooling, and vice versa, the wave intensity will decrease if the initial rate of the adiabatic cooling is larger than that of the energy evolution.
The decrease of the shock wave intensity is necessary condition for the BD phenomenon manifestation. However, the condition is not sufficient to provoke the BD. The matter is that the BD can occur only when the dependence of EM transformation time on shock wave intensity is strong. It is really strong at low shock pressures but the dependence falls down with the pressure increase. It follows that the BD does not need to be if the intensities of the shock during its attenuation are sufficiently high. Naturally the question arises -what level of shock intensity is "sufficiently high" to prevent the BD? It seems likely that a shock is sufficiently strong if the shock -induced EM energy evolution rate is maximum just behind the shock wave front, that is if the initial rate of the EM energy evolution is fast. To the contrary it is believed that the shock is weak as soon as the maximurn is displaced from the front, which is to say that some induction time of the EM fast transformation appears behind the shock front. In other words, the shock is weak if the initial rate of the shock-induced EM energy evolution rate is slow. The BD is very probable in the EM under the weak shock effect since the induction time is usually strong function of the material state, that is of the shock wave intensity.
SDT AND DETONATION INSTABILITY PHENOMENA
It is well known that the response of heterogeneous and homogeneous EMS to the shock effect is very different (see Proceedings of some last Symposium (Int.) on Detonation which contain many papers of the "Shock-to-Detonation" sessions). The differences are the following. First, shock wave critical intensities to initiate detonation at the same experimental conditions differ significantly; in the case of heterogeneous EMS it is considerably smaller than in homogeneous ones. It turns out that rather weak shock of some kbar intensity can initiate detonation in heterogeneous EMS, whereas one needs shock of 5-10 GPa to initiate detonation in homogeneous explosives.
The difference of heterogeneous and homogeneous EMS shock sensitivities is conditioned by marked difference in initial rates of their energy evolution just behind initiating shock waves fronts. In the case of heterogeneous EMS it is usually fast and it leads to the shock gradual transition to detonation if the shock intensity is larger than that of the critical one. In contrast the initial rate of homogeneous EMS energy evolution is usually very slow under the effect of the shock approximating critical intensity, so that the bulk of their energy is evolved at some distance behind the shock wave front.
The slow rate of EMS energy evolution is the cause why the CJ detonation of hon~ogeneous EMS always originates from strong detonation (SD). It is obvious if the initiating shock pressure is higher than the CJ pressure. However, it turns out that the SD also originates in homogeneous EMS at any initiating shock pressure larger than the critical one, that is at pressures lower than the CJ pressure as well. The matter is that some layer of shock-compressed explosive (SCE) appears (exactly speaking, a layer of partially decomposed SCE, the decomposition scale depending on its decomposition initial rate) and the SCE detonation arises first at the piston-SCE interface in the SCE explosion induction time [21, 45, 461 . The SCE detonation arises at the interface clue to extremely fast energy evolution in the induction time. The SCE detonation pressure exceeds considerably the pressure of initial homogeneous EM CJ detonation. Therefore, the SD appears in the initial EM just as the SCE detonation overtakes the initiating shock wave front. So the C3 detonation appears from the SD at any way of it's initiation.
As mentioned above, the mechanism of unstable detonation origin and its structure are governed by the BD phenomenon. It is well known that initiating shock wave transforms into detonation gradually in all heterogeneous EMS. Usually their CJ detonation is reached asymptotically, that is without the SD appearance during the SDT process. Maxi~num rate of their energy evolution just behind the shock wave front is the very cause of the feature. Homogeneous EMS are another matter; their CJ detonation always originates from the SD. However, it turns out that the energy evolution proceeds with maximum rate in power llomogeneous EA/Is just behind the SD wave front. Due t o this reason the BD does not talie place cluring the SDT process and the CJ detonation is stable in the power hoinogeneous EMS.
As an example of power homogeneous EM one can give licluid nitroglycerine (NG). Its CJ detonation pressure is equal to x 27 GPa, critical intensity of the shocli to initiate detonation at laboratory experiments -12 GPa, and detonation pressure of NG compressed by l 1 2 GPa intensity shock % 50 GPa [21] . It was shown experimentally that NG SD generated by the SCE detonation attenuates to the CJ detonation without the BD appearance, so that its CJ detonation is stable. So it was shown experimenta.lly that power homogeneous EM detonation is stable since the BD does not occur during the SDT process ['l] . Weak homogeneous Eh4 detonation quite the reverse has usually unstable front since the BD occurs easily during the process of their SD transition to the CJ detonation. It happens for their SD wave front becomes weal; ancl conseciuently the initial rate of their energy evolution becomes slow under the rarefaction wave effect. In the case adiabatic cooling due to the rarefaction wave effect compensates completely the explosive heating due to its chemical transformation and it leads to the BD appearance. The BD behind the SD results in the wave chemical spike disappearance. After that the following process resenlbles the SDT process [21, 46] .
As in the case a layer of SCE appears. It appears under the effect of high pressure just detonated explosive. The SCE state parameters (pressure and pressure gradients) change in such a way that in some time characteristic of the state the SCE detonation origina.tes in the immediate vicinity of the detonation products-SCE interface. (It should be nlentioned that for a strong but short duration initiating shock wave the detonation may not originate again aft.er the first BD, however, this case is of no interest for the present discussion). Since the SCE detonation pressure exceeds considerably the CJ detonation pressure the SD will originate again in the initial undisturbed explosive as soon as the SCE detonation overcomes the shock wave front, that is as soon as it consuines the SCE layer.
After that the BD and the SCE detonation origin will repeat. So it follo~vs from the afore-said that the pulsating detonation is a property of those explosives which energy evolution rate a t detonation conclitions is slow 1471. For the Xrllenius kinetics it corresponds to a high value of the EMS transformation activation energy, on the one hand, and relatively low explosive temperature, on the other [48, 49] . The list of the EPvIs consists of practically all gas explosive mixtures [32, 33] as well as some weak liquid explosives [21] . .4s an example of weak liquid explosive one can give nitro~nethane (NM). At room temperature NhI CJ detonation pressure is equal to x 13 GPa, critical intensity of the shock to initiate detonation at laboratory esperiillents PZ 8 GPa, and detonation pressure of NM conlpressed by 8 GPa intensity shock -25 GPa [21] .
It also follows from the afore-said that one would have to observe so-ca.lled one-climensiotlal instability at weak homogeneous EM detonation since the secluence: t l~e BD during the SD transition to t,lie CJ detonation -the SCE layer appearance after tlie BD -the SCE detonation origin in some induction time -and finally the SD appearance again will repeat continuously. However, the oneclimensional instability is not observed in spite of the fact that the sequence does repeat continuously. The point is that for some casual reasons the BD and subsecluent SCE detonation in reality do not take place silnultaneously over tile whole cleto~lation front, but do occur at randonlly distributed inclividl~al spots [Z,50].
The SCE deto~lation from each spot spreads liemispherically in the SCE. Each individual detona,-tion overcomes the shock front and causes the SD diverging in tlle initial undisturl>ed explosi~re. The rarefaction rate behind these detonation fronts is larger in comparison with that behind the plane front and therefore tlie reaction breaks down easily again. After the BD in some strong divergent cletonation the SCE detonation spreads over the SCE layer like a ring, some islet of a new SCE appearing ill the ring center. The ring cross-section represents the TSC. The TSC consists of the straight shock wave, t,he principal element of tlie configuration -the transverse wave representing the SCE cletonation, and the obliclue wave \vllicll is undisturbed explosive SD. The straight shock \\rave pressure is on average equal to the CJ pressure, tlle transverse detonation wave spreading over tlie SCIE of the CJ pressure. Tlie obliclue SD wave pressure decreases ra.pidly away from tlie TSC triple point and finally reaches t.he straight wave pressure. Due to t,he reason the unstable detonation front surface irregularity is not consideral~le; the relation of average inlionlogeneity size over the front, surface to the average size of the front departure fro111 t l~e plane is as large as ten ['l].
The ring detonation progress over the detonation wave front is acco~npanied by the increase of the ring islet, new SCE local explosions originating in the center of some islets (at the detonation proclucts -SCE interface) I~efore the islets merging if the SCE life time exceeds its explosion incluction time. 111 the other case t l~e islets merge all together with t l~e SCE conti~luous layer origin as the TSC esits only until the meeting wit11 each other in the course of non-steacly process of the SD transition to t l~e CJ detonat.ion. I-lowe\,er, since the SCE local explosions originate at the beginning c11a.otically at randonily clistrilltutetl spots, the SCE continuous layer is not a constant thicliness. Therefore new SCE esplosions arise again nonsimultaneously. It sliould Le noted that the average induction ti~ile of tlie local esplosions in each nest subsequently appearing SCE layer increases in comparison with that of tlie previous one as the SD attenuates d u r i~~g its tra~isition to the CIJ detonation.Due to the reason the SC'E ring tlctonatiorls correspontling to each neiv explosion spread over the detonation wa\.e f~,ol~t s~~rfaccx ancl consunle adjacent parts of tlie SC'E layer witll the result that the explosions l~ave I I O tinicx 10 occur in tile parts. Just for this reas011 the explosions nun~ber in the detonation front decreases cluriug tlie process of the strong cleto~iation transition to the CJ tletonat.ion or to some final stationary tletonation characteristic of explosive composition and charge clianleter. The nu~ril~er decrease 1001;s s~~perficially as the increase of the detonation front non-homogeneity scale. The reason seems likely to be also responsible for the regularity of the unstable c1etonat.ion front non-llorilogelleity.
It should be noted that tile same mechanism of the local explosions number cliange governs steady scale of tlie spherical u~lstable detonation non-homogeneity. Intleecl, since the spherical d e t o~~a t i o~l f r o~~t s~~r f a c e increases the free pat11 of each ring detonation as well as their SCE islet size increa.ses loo. ?'he process leads i~~evitably to the appearance of the new SCE local esl~losions ill the center c)f those islets which SCE life t i~n e exceeds its esplosion induction time.
So i t follows from t l~r foregoing that the ~nechanism of the SCE local explosion origin g~\~e l . n s any change of the rsplusions ilumlxr: tlle number clec:rea.se at tlle 11rocess ol tile SI) transit,ion to the C'.] cletonatio~i arltl the esl~losion ~iu~nl>er increase in the sl~hcrica.1 unstal~te tlctonation front. Tlie nieclla~lisnl can be also eml~loyecl lo interpret the second esl)eri~ilental finding inco~isistent \vitll the C'J and the ZXD detol~ation t,lleories. Tlie fintling consists in the fact that in gaseous as well as in liquid esplosi~e unstal>le detonation ['l] the cleco~nl~osit.ion time at the C!J detonation velocit~-corresponds to the shock of the CJ pressure. In accordance with the above-presented considerations the fact means that the SCE pressure in the center of the islets on average is equal to the CJ pressure.
For gaseous detonation it is easy to show that the velocity of the shock of the CJ pressure is of 4 times smaller than the C J detonation velocity.
It follows from the foregoing that the unstable detonation front with its SCE local explosions is rather complicated. However, the front in fact can be even more complex. The matter is that there are SCE local explosions of different orders. Those which have been discussed above are the first order local explosions. The explosions are basic and they originate at the SCE-detonation products interface at the pressure level which is equal on average to the CJ pressure. The maximum amplitude of the unstable detonation front pulsations is governed by the explosions. Moreover, the existence (macro~tabilit~) of the unstable detonation wave is governed by the first order local explosions as well; if the explosions do not appear the detonation will cease.
The next order local explosions in essence govern fine (superfine and so forth) structure of the unstable detonation front 147,501. Their origin is some manifestation of oblique wave instability: the second order local explosions -the instability of the oblique waves of the TSCs originating under the effect of the first order (basic) local explosions, the third order local explosions -the instability of the oblique wave of the TSCs originating under the effect of the second order local explosions and so forth.
Maximumorder of the local explosions along with all other peculiarities of the unstable detonation wave is governed by the BD phenomena. It follows from the fact that the local explosions follow the BD since the SCE in which they originate appears only after the BD. So, as soon as the BD does not take place the local explosions will not appear.
The oblique shock waves of the TSCs in the unstable detonation front are the SDs and their pressure is larger than that in front of the transverse waves of the same TSCs, the pressure of each next order oblique SDs and consequently the initial rate of explosive energy evolution just behind of its front being larger than these of the previous order. Due to the reason the BD probability in the front of each next order oblique SD becomes smaller in comparison with that of the previous one, so that eventually the oblique SD of some higher order will be stable.
It should be mentioned that the local explosion induction times in each unstable oblique SD waves increase away from the TSC triple point since the wave pressure decreases in the direction. Usually the dependence is very strong, so that the BD and the reinitiation cease at some distance from the triple point, the new local explosion appearing in $he center of the islet if the islet size is sufficiently large. In that case one can consider a sequence of the BDs and reinitions with the beginning nearby the triple point and the end in the islet center as the single sequence.
At gaseous detonation in a strong tube the stationary detonation regime is governed by the tube diameter. The point is that the wave loses its energy at the expense of its interaction with the tube walls (friction and thermoconductivity), the wave energy loss increasing with the tube diameter decrease . It was shown experimentally that the wave inhomogeneity scale increases with the tube diameter decrease [33] . In accordance with the above-presented concept of the unstable detonation origin it means that the induction time of the SCE explosion in the wave front increases and the number of the local explosions decreases, so that at some tube diameter proper for each gaseous mixture the spinning detonation originates. It originates during the SD transition to the final stationary regime. Since the SD attenuates faster at the tube walls its front bends and chemical reaction breaks down first in the front at the wall. After the BD the unstable detonation wave front changes into the ordinary shock wave, the SCE layer originating behind its front. Some doubleshocked substance has to appear owing to the inclined shock wave reflection from the wall. It is not improbable that the local explosions occur at the walls just within the double-shocked substance.
It seems likely that random local explosions appear at the walls just before the spinning detonation origin. Each explosion gives rise to a strong local divergent detonation in the initial substance. However, as noted above chemical reaction ceases in the strong divergent detonation front. From this point onwards the SCE detonation (that is the transverse detonation) spreads over the SCEdetonation products interface in approximately a half-ring from. It is well-known that the spin head occupies only part of a tube radius [32, 33] . In accordance with the foregoing concept of the detonation instability nature it means that the transverse detonation is discontinued at this distance from the wall. Specific reasons of the detonation cessation are not known. However, it stands to reason that it is also due to the chemical reaction breakdown in its front.
So the SCE transverse detonations originated at the wall are discontinued at some distance from it. However, the detonations run along the SCE layer edge around the tube diameter to meet each other. Let's assume that an explosion from the number of random local explosions appearing at the walls just before the spinning detonation origin takes place some time prior to the others and the transverse detonation waves originated by reason of the explosion break into run in both directions. Let's also assume that some local explosions appear in front one of these detonations. As it has been above-mentioned transverse detonation waves exits only until the meeting with each other during the basic SD transition to its final stationary regime. It means that all contrary transverse detonation waves of these local explosions will disappear, in this instance, except the most distant one which will continue its motion till the meeting with the other transverse detonation wave generated by the first local explosion.
Obviously the strength of the TSCs originated at different times is different. Therefore, their collisions will look as though the stronger TSC sweeps off the weaker one, that is the stronger TSC as if absorbs (eats up) the weaker one. By and large the collision process appears as the stronger TSC continuous motion and the weaker TSC death. At this very instant the spinning detonation will come into being if the explosion induction time of the SCE just in front of the SCE transverse detonation wave of the remaining TSC is larger than the time of the transverse detonation wave motion around the tube diameter.
Thus, it follows from the foregoing that the transverse wave is the principal element of the tripleshock spin configuration. It should be noted that Voitsekhovsky, Mitrofanov and Topchiyan have shown experimentally that the wave front is unstable, spinning detonation fine structure experimentally observed being the wave kinetic instability manifestation. However, it is evident that this wave instability has in all appearance a little to do with the stability of spinning detonation as a whole. It is likely that the existence of actually spinning (that is one-headed) detonation is governed by two circumstances. In the first place, SCE explosion induction time in front of the transverse wave has apparently to be larger than the time of the wave motion about the tube axis. Secondly, it is the oblique wave instability. The matter is that, local explosions can originate behind the oblique detonation wave front and it leads to the appearance of the second order TSCs which try to travel in all directions (like ring detonations of shock-compressed explosive). However, spinning detonation can come into being only under such conditions (initial pressure of gaseous mixture, tube diameter) when the second order TSCs suffer loss of their capability of traveling in the direction from the triple point of the first order TSC (as it is often observed in the case of liquid explosives). The fact means that chemical reactions cease (that is BD takes place) behind their transverse waves. The reverse statement regarding the second order TSCs motion is also valid: as soon as the TSCs regain their capability of traveling in all directions, spinning detonation will immediately transform into pulsating one.
It should be mentioned that the spinning detonation is not the limit of gaseous detonations as it was believed earlier [25-301. Later so-called galloping detonation was discovered 151-531. Along with the pulsating and the spinning detonations it originates from the SD, however, at smaller tube diameters than the spinning detonation. During the SD attenuation process the BD and reinitiation take place, the number of the local explosions decreasing to zero in the course of the process at the tube diameter proper for the galloping detonation. After that a cylinder of the SCE appears inside the tube under the effect of the detonation products high pressure, the cylinder length being considerably larger than its diameter. In some induction time characteristic of the SCE state the SCE detonation originates at the SCE-detonation products interface all over the tube cross-section. It means that the detonation appeared in one or some local explosions at the interface spends far less time to spread all over the interface than it needs to overcome the shock wave of the SCE cylinder. So the SCE detonation front occupies all cross-section of the tube and wllen it consumes the SCE cylinder the SD in undisturbed explosive will appear again. After that the sequence of the above-mentionecl events will repeat. From that point of view the sequence looks as though it were the detonation wave one-dimensional kinetic instability.
The spinning as well as tlie pulsating detonations cliffer fundamentally from tlie ZND detonation. The mechanism of initial substances transfornlation into their detollation products at the unstal~le detonation is of a radically different kind from the lnechanisln characteristic of the stable detonation waves which is implied to be described by the ZND theory. It is absolutely wrong to treat the instability as the manifestatioll of some fine structure of the ZND detonation wave model [32, 331; it is absolutely wrong to consider that the TSCs of the unstable detonation front exits on the ZND detonation chemical spike level, that is to consider that the pressure of the straight waves of the unstable detonation front TSCs is equal to the ZND detonation chemical spike pressure. In reality chemical spike, in the ZND detonation theory sense, does not exists at all in the unstable detonation; it disappears as 5oon as the BD takes place d u~i n g the SD transition to some final steady-state detonation regime. At the unstable detonation initial substance transformation into deto~iation products is largely brought about by the transverse detonation waves inside the SCE, the pressure of the straight shock Ivaves of the TSCs in the unstable detonation front being approximately equal t o the CJ pressure. The BD and reinitiation of chemical reactioil were sho~vn above to be the chief causes of tlle SCE and the transvelse detonatiorl waves origin in the unstable detonation wave front.
The followers of the CJ theory I3elieved that esplosi~e at the detonation changes into detonation products during its conlpression inside the detonation wave sliock cliscontiiluity zone (see [4] and references in). It shoulcl be noted that tlie followers k1101t7 nothing at that time about the detonation instability. The matter is that tliele is no in fact any reaction at all in the shock discontilluity zone; initial substallce is only compressed insicle the zone. It changes into detonation products behind the zone a t shock compressed state, the state pressure being equal approximately to the CJ pressure in spite of the fact that the detonation wave travels \+,it11 the CJ velocity [33, 21] . The finding seems to be absolutely iinpossible from the standpoint of the ZND detonation theory [S-101 since tlie theory implies that initial substance is at first conlpressed without any chemical change inside the front of the shock wave of detonatioil velocity, the cletonation wave being beyoncl question stable. But gas detonations to which tlle CJ theory was applied at first are always unstable. Tlie unstable detonation front pulsates, that is its CJ velocity is in fact average. The characteristic time of the pulsation is equal to the average space size of the front inhomogeneity over its surface divided by the SCE transverse detonation wave velocity. During this time different part of the front pulsate non-simultaneously. Nevertheless each part of the front changes its velocity from the velocity of the strong attenuating detonation till down (after the BD) the velocity of the shock of pressure solnewhat smaller than the CJ pressure in the initial undisturbed explosive.
It is well-known that at liquid explosives detonation the SCE layer appears at lateral free parts of the detonation front of any uncovered cylinder charge [21, 54] . The layer originates due to the BD in the detonatio~i front under the lateral rarefaction waves effect. It is also known that the SCE detonation can originate in the layer and reestablish the detonation wave front over the whole charge diameter. However, the cluestion whether the SCE detonatioil can rotate around the charge axis or not is still open. There was solne informations that the spinning detonation in some liquid explosives had been observed [54] . However, in the light of the above-stated it seems unliliely. Most likely had been observed some pattern of the process of the detonation front restoration rather than the SCE detonation rotation around the charge axis.
There are some observations which are interpreted as manifestations of the spinning detonation in solicl explosives (see, for example, [55] and references in). But tlie data are very restricted and the problem needs to be investigated further.
EM SHOCIC WAVE CHEMISTRY
It follows from tlie foregoing that the limits of the SDT, t,he detonation kinetic stability as well as the clf pllenonlena are governed by the BD, and the BD, in turn, is governed by the regularities of EMS explosion energy evolution. X long-standing investigatioiis of the SDT process lead to the conclusion that condensed EhJs change proceeds in the course of the process through so-called "hot spots" mechanism [21, 56, 57] . The coilclusion was shared by many investigators (see the Proceedings of every Syn~posiums (Int) on Detonation) and the hot spots mechanism was intensively employed for numerical modeling of detonation processes (see, for example [58-621) over a wide range of shock pressures from a few kbar to several tens of GPa..
Two experimental lines of attack were employed in the Department search of data on the regularities of EMS explosion energy evolution: first -the investiga.tions of the SDT process and, secondthe investigations of tlie detonation chemical rea.ction zone (chemical spike time t,,) both versus EMS cha.rge properties (initial densit,y, particle size and their structure -single crystals or fragments of broken cast, nature of fillers in pores, EMS' structure -solid or liquid,. . .). It has been found out t,hat there exists some shock wave pressure P* characteristic of each EM charge such that ER4s charge properties influence their explosion energy evolution rate under the shock effect of lesser intensity thail tlie P*, ancl vice versa EMS charge properties don't influence the regularities of their energy evolution at all under the shock effect of larger intensity than the P* 1631. It means that surroundings i~lfluences on the regularities of ERiIs explosion energy evolution are donliilant under the shock of lesser intensity than the P * , that is ERls tra~lsformation proceeds through the hot spots mechanism at low shock pressures. It follows from the well-known fact that the mecllanism is strongly governed by EMS charge structure. On the other hand, it means t,lla,t the regularities are some propert,ies of explosive molecules in themselves under the shock effect of larger intensity than the P*, that is EMS molecules structure rather than their charge properties governs their energy evolution regularities.
It should be mentioned that the P* d u e of ea.ch EM charge turns out to be smaller than the charge C:J pressure, that is the regularities of EXIs explosion energy evolution at detonation are the properties of their molecules as well. In accordance with the inference it has been found out that the detonation chemical spike time t,, does not practically depend on EMS charge properties; it depends only on the detonation wave pressure, the dependence being rather \veal< [64] . For example, t,, for the detonation of TNT changes from x 1.5 nllis to = 0.2 mks while the detonation wave pressure changes from 5 GPa to z 20 GPa. It is obvious that the temperature of the explosive changes considerably in this same pressure interval. If the shock clecompositio~~ mechanism were the same as the mechanism under ambient conditions, the change in t,, would be much greater.
In searching for an explanation for the t,,(P) weal; clependeace, a surlnise on the possible breakup of explosive molecules in the course of explosive conlpression within the detonation wave shock front has come to mind; that is a suspicion has appeared that the ZND detonatioll theory concept regarding explosive molecules invariability during the compression process is invalid, the sequence of considerations being the follo~~ring. It has been assumed after the ZND detonation theory founders that detonation reactions proceed in a similar way to thermal explosions. (The considerations proposed below are also valid for chain explosion regularities). It is known that during the explosion induction period (activation-stage time), which is the main part of the entire reaction time, only a small portion of the explosive decomposes but, the reaction later becomes of an explosive nature. It follows also from the theory that the activation-stage time of the explosive is a strong function of the explosive state ancl, on the contrary, the time for the final stages depends only weakly on the initial chemical state [48] . Logically the surmise -whether the reaction tail is only registered at detonation is based on understanding various features of the explosion, which are that only a small part of the explosive decomposes during the explosion activation stage, and that the final stage of the explosion only depends weakly on t.he initial state. If this is so, it means that the process activation sta.ge does take place during the explosive's compression within the shock front. In essence it means the following. Events which occur during the induction period of a thermal explosion take up most of the time of explosion. However, in a detonation the events proceed some orders of magnitude faster within the extremely narrow shock front zone. The final stages of both processes proceed rapidly with times which depend only weakly on the initial state of the explosive.
It should be mentioned that it has since become clear that some experimental results testify in favour of the surmise. The point is that an induction period for detonation has not yet been observed in any of the explosives investigated. One has always registered a very sharp decrease of pressure (or particle velocity) within the chemical spike [21, 65, 66] . It corresponds to the maximum rate of the EMS energy evolution just behind the detonation wave shock front. Therefore, one could infer that the progress of the reaction had been conditioned by some preparatory process inside the shock front which is still beyond the reach of observation by present techniques. However, the possibility of the destruction of complex polyatomic molecules inside the shock front has been substantiated by special experiments in which samples of aromatic compounds (benzene, naphthalene, antracene) have been recovered and investigated after shock of 1.1 -1.5 GPa (100 -200°C) intensity. It was found that the compounds partly decomposed ( z l%), the destruction corresponding to the rupture of bonds of the benzene ring (see [67] and references therein). It should be noted that at the same static pressure and temperature the compounds investigated never decompose entirely [68] . At normal pressure and high temperature they decompose without breaking the benzene ring. Chemical ring condensation and hydrogen elimination happen during the process. Complete graphitization occurs when the temperature reaches 2000°C [69] . Taking the above facts into account, one can assume that the data testify in favour of the specific action of the shock wave front, that is, the shock front effect is responsible for the unusual destruction products of the aromatic compounds observed in the experiment S.
Many explosives are complex organic compounds. Therefore, the decomposition of the explosives molecules inside the shock wave front seems to be a highly probable process. The portion decomposed is not known at present. Obviously it is some function of the wave intensity and can be significant at the detonation of powerful explosives in which the chemical spike pressure amounts to ten or more GPas.
Naturally the question arises: What is the mechanism of the intrafront destruction of complex explosive molecules? There are some papers devoted to the problem [63, . The accumulation mechanism has been introduced for polyatomic molecules [71] . The gist of the accumulation mechanism is as follows. Because of a tremendous rate of material loading inside the SDZ (z 10-l3 s [75, 76] ), an excessively high translational temperature (overheat) appears at the beginning, and it is followed by the other-excitation of certain bonds. The overheat effect means a higher temperature level than the equilibrium one behind the front. The over-equilibrium translational temperature arises due to the fact that the kinetic part of the shock compression energy, which behind the shock front, is equally distributed among all the translational, vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom of the polyatomic molecules, is absorbed only by the translational degrees of freedom within the shock discontinuity zone. The maximum translational temperature overheat value is Toh = 2(n -1)(T -To) [73] , where n is the number of atoms in a molecule, and To and T are equilibrium temperatures in front of and behind the shock wave front. It is obvious that due to the translational-vibrational relaxation process the energy of the transitional degrees of freedom is redistributed to the vibrational degrees of freedom. At first, the energy flow will be directed towards those vibrational degrees of freedom which are most easily excited. If the energy flow towards these degrees of freedom exceeds the loss owing to the vibrational-vibrational relaxation process, they will over-excite and decompose faster in the shock front than behind it, where the state is one of equilibrium.
The considerations presented above regarding the TOh origin are phenomenological, however, they have been verified by direct simulation of the process of excitation of polyatomic molecules inside the shock front 1731.
The origin of the translational temperature overheat is of great significance for understanding the mechanisms of the shock compression of complex molecules. The translational temperature overheat for molecules consisting of tens of atoms can be tens of thousands of degrees for shock wave intensities characteristic of the detonation of powerful explosives. At such temperatures the process of electronic excitation (activation energy 2-5 eV [77] ) and even the thermal ionization process (activation energy 6 -10 eV [78] ) become possible inside the overheat zone.
Thus the non-equilibrium dissociation of polyatomic molecules inside the detonation wave shock front can proceed in three ways: through the accunlulation mechanism, through electronic excitation as well as by thermal ionization. The accumulation mechanism has been developed before [71, 72, 79] . The decomposition mechanism through thermal ionization has not been investigated so far. As far as decomposition by electronic excitation is concerned, there are some experimental data supporting the mechanism. For example, hexogen (RDX, cyclotrimethylene trinitramine) sample recovered in special ampoules after the effect of shocks of 2.0-4.0 GPa have been investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and paramagnetic resonance methods [80] . It has been found that shock decomposition products of hexogen differ from those of its thermal decomposition, and are identical to those of the photochemical decomposition. The data testify in favour of decomposition by electronic excitation under the shock, because it is well known that the photochemical decomposition proceeds through the electronic excitation.
Besides the aforesaid, the significant assumption of some preliminary electronic excitation of the molecules, introduced to explain the experimentally observed correlation between the electronic structure of the molecules and their detonation ability should also be noted [all. However, the assumption has been introduced without any reliable and convincing interpretation of the excitation. But from the results obtained by us it follows that it is just the high-energy molecular collisions inside the translational temperature overheat zone that are responsible for the excitation.
It is obvious that owing to the three aforementioned ways in which polyatomic molecules can be destroyed inside the detonation wave shock front, some active particle (radicals, ions and so on) will originate. The particles behave as if they had been injected into the compressed and heated explosive. Naturally, they influence the subsequent decomposition of the explosive behind the shock front (that is, during the second afterfront stage) in a state of chemical second afterfront stage) in a state of chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium when the translational temperature overheat and overexcitation of certain bonds disappear. The interaction of the explosive molecules with the active particles originating inside the front (that is, during the first intrafront stage) is the main process behind the front. As a rule, the activation energy for this interaction is low (5-15 kcal.mole-l) [78] . Because of the low value of the activation energy the decomposition proceeds extremely fast and is almost independent of the temperature change.
Thus, in accordance with the above-presented conception of the detonation decomposition mechanism of condensed explosives reaction is homogeneous rather than by the hot spot mechanism. The mechanism regularities are the explosives characteristics. The decomposition process does not depend on the initial physical state of the explosive charge (powder, pressed, cast or liquid). The process consists of two stages. The principal stage is the first intrafront stage. Its duration is equal to the time necessary for the most slowly excited bonds of complex polyatomic explosive molecules to be excited ( z 10-l0 S). The stage begins with the SDZ of G 10-l3 S time duration [71, 75] . The activation and non-equilibrium destruction of some explosive molecules takes place during the first stage and it leads to the fast transformation of the explosive into the final detonation products during the second stage. Since the activation and destruction are endothermic processes the pressure has to increase inside the shock front of the steady-stationary detonation wave, and conversely the pressure decreases during the second afterfront stage for the total exothermic character of the stage chemical reactions.
So, the first stage largely governs the detonation decomposition regularities of condensed explosives. Unfortunately this stage has not been investigated yet. Some Raman spectroscopy techniques have been developed by French ( see [82] and references therein) and American scientists (see [83, 84] and references therein) for the investigation of shock processes. However, the spectral and time resolution of the techniques is for the present still insufficient. Indeed the spectral resolution of 10 -20% and the time resolution of about 1 ns have been achieved. It is evidently too low a resolution for the study of the problem discussed since the entire time of the intrafront stage is even smaller. Therefore, one now needs elaboration of theoretical and experimental methods of at least picosecond resolving power. In that case one will have the possibility of studying the stage in detail. Obviously, until the problem is solved the cllenlical pathway controlling esplosive energy release will be unknown. In this connectioil the fenltoseconcl spectroscopy [85] is n0te~ort.11~~; the matter is that the first nlention was already made of its use for the problem study [SCi] .
I11 spite of the fact that the detonation decoinposition inechanism of condensed explosives presented above is still nlostly qualitative, it is possible even ilow to advance a certain hypothesis: the highest detonation ability corresponds to tlie explosive, the electronic structure of which changes at compression in such a way that it favours the explosive inolecules electron excitation, as well as explosives in which molecule bonds excitation times differ considerably froill ea,ch other. However, the problem needs some furtl~er investigation. Probably it ~vill be solvetl when the clleinical pa.thuajrs of inolecules inside the detonation wave shocli front are studied from the very beginning of explosive loading.
5. CONCLUSIONS 1. Thus, four novelties 11al.e been introduced illto the cletollation plienomenon investigations during last 50 years since the ZND theory advent. Two of them are experimental; first -the unstable detonation discovery; second -the elucidation of the cause of licluicl explosives unstable detonat,ion velocity ureali dependence on cllarge dialneter at colisideral,le value of their failure diameter. These experimental findings Iza.ve resulted in t11e discovery and introduction into detonation theory two new theoretical notions. One of them was nained the brealtdown (BD) of chemical reaction; the other -the shock discontinuity zone (SDZ). The SDZ denotes the ~vhole process of co~nplex polyatomic molecules excitation arid destruction within shock wave front (10-"' S). In spite of the SDZ width (10-l3 S) is considerable smaller than that of the sl10~li front. tlle whole process \iras namecl the SDZ since the process mail1 cause is explosive molecules translational teinperature overheat originatecl just inside the SDZ o~ving to tremendous rate of sul,stance loacli~~g witliin t l~e zone. The BD and the SDZ are interrelated in all detonation pheilomena; tlle BD as if follo\\~s the SDZ. The SDZ is characterized by the ei~clotliermic processes of con~ples polyat,omic nlolecules escitation and destruction inside the detonat,ion wave shocl; front: and the BD manifests itself Lel~incl the front where the exothermic processes of interaction of excited explosive niolecules and active particles originated within tlie front proceed. .As this takes place, tlle large1 is the wave ii~tensity, the larger number of the active particles originate illside the detonation \vale sl~ock frout and a t the same tinir the higher esplosive shock coinpression equilil~rium temperat~~se is. 11 Ineans tliat tlle larger is the wave intensity, the higher the explosive energy evolutio~l initial rate is I~el~incl the detonation wave shock front arid therefore the less probable tlie BD is. 111 t l~c colitrary. t l~c \real;er is the wave intensit,y, the lower the explosive shock compression temperature is ailtl t lie sliialle~. 1111111l)es of active particles originate insicle the detonation wave shock front. It means that t l~e \\.eaker is the wave intensity, the slower the explosive energy evolution initial rate is behind tlle ~110cli front ant1 therefore the more probable the BD is. Thus, the more the SDZ manifests itself. the less probable tlie BD is. And in contrast, the less the SDZ works, the more probable the BD is.
The foregoing means that the BD can occur tlie most easilj. in the esplosive ~vllicll energy evolution rate behind the shock wave front is slow (these are usually weak homogeneous esplosives -practically all gaseous mistures as well as some liquid explosives) and the 11lost difficult in tlie esplosive which energy evolution rate behind the shock wave front is fast (tl~ese are usually power esplosives). Detonation waves in l~oinogeneous weak explosives are usually unstal~le. clienlical reaction ceasing and appearing continuo~~sly ancl rionsin~ultaneously over tlieir rleto~~atio~i rave froi~ts [1!1,47.50] . The explosives detonation failure diameter theory has beell elabori~ted [-12.4:3] . .Acco~.tling to tile tlieor~. the failure cliarrieter is governecl ljy the tlepth till nrl~iell the DD n-avc, uriginati~ig at t.lle cliarge lateral free surface can spread over t,he detonation front to tile cllarge asis.
Detonation wave front in power honlogeneous explosives is stable; the BD clocs not take place in tlieir detoilat,ioil waves fronts during their strong cletorlatioii t.ransition to t l~e C'J cletonation at the SDT process. IIowever it happens at the cliarge lateral free surface. It has bee11 sllol\:n experimentally that the BD governs the failure diameter nature of both power and weak homogeneous explosives with stable detonation fronts [21] . However, these explosives detonation failure diameter theories have not been developed yet.
Detonation front in solid heterogeneous explosives (cast, pressed, . . .) has to be stable (in the kinetic instability concept sense) since the BD does not usually take place over the detonation wave front. However, it should be mentioned that chemical reaction ceasing and reinvitation in the detonation wave front at the charge lateral surface have been observed in the case of some cast explosive charges [54, 55, 87] .
2. The problem of a detailed mechanism of detonation is still a central point in the explosion science. To describe sufficiently enough various detonation processes some models of condensed explosives detonation are used. The models are based on different explosive shock decomposition mechanisms. Common short-comings of the model are the fact that each of them uses the same mechanism to describe explosive response to the shock effect within a wide region of pressure from units up to tens of GPa. It is in this way that the hot spots decomposition mechanism in its various versions is used most widely at present [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] .However, from the foregoing follows that shock decomposition processes at low and high pressures proceed qualitatively differently. For instance, detonation decomposition of any explosive proceeds equally in both liquid and solid states at pressures larger than the P* characteristic of each explosive [63] . (P is smaller than Chapman-Jouguet detonation pressure.) This means that the hot spots mechanism governed by the solid explosive's initial state does not work at high pressures. It works at low pressures (P < P*, region I). In high pressure regions (P > P*, region 11) explosive decomposition is not influenced by the initial state; in the region the regularities of EMS explosion energy evolution are some properties of explosive molecules in themselves.
Thus, it is not correct to describe any explosive shock decomposition in wide pressure regions by only one mechanism. On the other hand, it is also incorrect to develop individual models for different pressures because the transition from the first pressure region to the second one often takes place at some detonation process progress. For instance, it occurs at the most frequently modeling process of detonation initiation by shocks of various intensity and time. Hence, one needs some joint model comprising explosive decomposition features characteristic of each pressure region. In order to develop a detonation computation model with great predictive power, it is required that the physical model include all physical and chemical processes in explosive under the shock effect. A model of this kind has been elaborated [74, SS] .
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